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“He brings sun and flowers wherever we hear him” KSAT 

“You have to give everything and lose yourself in music and sometimes to have 
to even break things to create something new, this is what he does with Folk.” 

Nordic by Nature  

“Danish wonder-label Tambourhinoceros seems to be effortlessly producing great 
releases. This is their latest offering: The New Spring. Flawless folkpop by 

Bastian Kallesøe.” Poule D’Or 

“Filled with warmth and hope” JaJaJa 

“Beautiful acoustic songs about love from Bastian Kallesøe” Alfitude 

The New Spring aka Bastian Kallesøe is out with a new single 
entitled ”The Hours of the Day” - the first song to be revealed from 
his third album Late Bloomer.  

Late Bloomer was recorded in only two days. 
Jens Ramon (Figurines) engineered and mixed 
the album. In the recording process they 
strayed from using digital effects and 
anything but the very basic post-processing. 
The result is a crisp and fresh sound in a 
musical world more and more dominated by big 
productions. 

“I recorded all guitar & vocal live the first 
day and piano the day after. We didn’t sleep 
much. In contrast I wrote the songs over a 
long period of time and at various geographic 
locations (Paris, Copenhagen, Jutland). I 
guess the biggest contract in my music is the 
time it takes me to write the material vs. 
the time needed to record it.” Bastian 
explaines. “I wanted to create a record the 
way I imagine they did back in the 70s - 
where you just went into the studio to do 
your thing. Most of my favorite albums has an 
element of randomness that only arises in a 

movement. 

Production-wise the album is an acoustic and dry-sounding record with no detours, in subtle 
contrast to the previous album Secret Armor where the mix process merged with the actual 
performances. 

The reverb on Late Bloomer is just the recording space resonating and being picked up by the 
mics, everything is analog and the sonic space is warm, dry and acoustic. “There’s so much 
music where the productions  

“There is so much music, where the productions completely take over the songs - I often think 
this is quite boring. I just just wanted the instruments to sound of the wood they’re cut 
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from”  

But do not think that dogmas equals an absence of musical surprises - far from it. For 
example, the tuba is one of the recurring instruments on Late Bloomer. 

Listen to the new single here: http://bit.ly/thenewspring_hours 

Bastian Kallesøe have always had a great lyrical focus and strength in his music. The many 
words creates a lot of images and they are inseperable from the music. 

"The songs are mostly about the concept of time, they try to either dissolve time, stop it or 
to understand what time does to you. I think that time is the strangest in the world, and I 
can't comprehend how it moves." Says Bastian, adding:" The opening track 'The Hours of the 
Day' begins in childhood and is the idea of including whole lifetime in one song. 'The 
Resurrection of the Queen of Darkness, 2001' is a kind of portrait of myself at age 15. "Song 
for Ana Mendieta" was written for my favorite artist, who died in 1985. I would like to write 
in different times. Monet also plays a role in "The Japanese Bridge". 

The new music has already been played live at this year's SPOT Festival, where the new live 
trio (vocals / guitar + piano + tuba) got 5 stars from premier Danish music magazine 
Soundvenue. 

Press kit 
● includes photos, artwork, audio and much more: 

http://bit.ly/the_new_spring_late_bloomer_epk 

Links: 
● Facebook: www.facebook.com/thenewspring 
● Spotify: http://open.spotify.com/artist/6VPOX8leZ2R2fEl330jHh8 
● iTunes: https://itunes.apple.com/dk/artist/the-new-spring/id417002323 
● Label: http://tambourhinoceros.net 

Contact 
● Press WW: press@tambourhinoceros.net 
● Press UK: ed@trailofpress.co.uk 
● booking: ab@smashbangpow.dk 
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